Join our program to sharpen your teaching skills and be immersed in the local culture of Taiwanese communities!

Grant Description and Purpose:
The Foundation for Scholarly Exchange (FSE) is in cooperation with Taiwan’s Ministry of Education (MOE) to help achieve its bilingual policy goal. This scholarship program is renowned for its strong support systems, professional teacher training advisors, abundant cultural exchange opportunities, and day-to-day assistance.

Duration: 11 months, August 1st– June 30th; renewal for an additional year is possible by application.

Benefits

- Monthly stipend: ETF NT$53,000/ETF+ NT$63,000 (which includes a monthly benefit of NT$5,000 for professional development for learning Chinese and relevant education certificates)
- Round-trip airfare between Taiwan and the USA
ETF Application Eligibility

A: Hold a state-issued teaching license or certificate
   *Please note that a substitute teaching license will not be eligible for the ETF+ grant

B: Have taught English courses in accredited schools in Taiwan for more than one year, or
   have served as a full-time teaching assistant for more than one year in public schools
   that participate in MOE’s program in Taiwan. In addition, applicants must meet both of
   the following qualifications: 
   (a+b)
   a: Hold a bachelor's degree or higher in education, English or related field/TESOL, TEFL
   or CELTA certificates approved by accredited universities

   b: Have taken English teaching materials, teaching assessment, introduction to second
   language learning and trial teaching for more than 120 hours (distance learning
courses shall not exceed two-thirds of the total course hours)

Eligibility Criteria

ETF Application Eligibility

- Nationality: Applicants must be US citizens
- Teaching Experience Requirements (meet one of the following):
  - Applicants who have received the Fulbright ETA award or ETF award
  - Applicants who are currently teaching English in Taiwan or other countries
  - Applicants with at least one year of English teaching experience
  - Applicants with a Master’s degree in TEFL or English-teaching-related majors
  - Applicants selected from the affiliated universities with FSE

ETF+ Application Eligibility

- Nationality: Applicants must be US citizens
- Teaching Experience Requirements (meet either A or B):

   A: Hold a state-issued teaching license or certificate
      *Please note that a substitute teaching license will not be eligible for the ETF+ grant

   B: Have taught English courses in accredited schools in Taiwan for more than one year, or
      have served as a full-time teaching assistant for more than one year in public schools
      that participate in MOE’s program in Taiwan. In addition, applicants must meet both of
      the following qualifications: (a+b)

      a: Hold a bachelor's degree or higher in education, English or related field/TESOL, TEFL
         or CELTA certificates approved by accredited universities

      b: Have taken English teaching materials, teaching assessment, introduction to second
         language learning and trial teaching for more than 120 hours (distance learning
courses shall not exceed two-thirds of the total course hours)

Should you have any questions or require assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out to ENteaching@fse.fulbright.org.tw